
this machine surrounds hate and forces it to surrender

Things I now believe in,
Mermaids. Things I no
longer believe in,

LIVING OUTSIDE
THE BOX

The reason to do all

this is about working to

pioneer new methods

to save the world - one

ocean plankton bloom,

one forest, not one

discovery at a time.  All

at once. 

This blog and my lifes

work is dedicated to

my 3 children and 2

grandchildren and

yours too...and to

mysteries of nature

some discovered most

not.
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Go away or I shall taunt you again.

"Damning With Faint Praise."

A well-known precept of journalism

is that "Dog Bites Man" isn't news,

but "Man Bites Dog" is. Apparently

"Damning With Faint Praise"

derives it perceived validity from

the principle that only exceptional

statements are worth reporting. On

this principle, saying something

faintly favorable about an opponent

implies that unfavorable statements

are more frequently true.

Being a nautical guy, there is my

favourite classic example, a story

about a British sailing ship on

which the first mate was

occasionally too drunk to write the

daily entry in the ship's log. On one

such occasion, the Captain noted

the mate's condition in the log,

writing, "The mate was drunk all

day." The next day the mate (who

had sobered up) got his revenge by

adding to the log entry, "The

Captain was sober all day."

An example of "Damning With

Faint Praise" is seen in a story

about the work of our village

project by David Biello in

Scientific American. 

Chart Showing CBC News Domineering Role In Spread Of
Disinformation. CBC is the tall blue column on the left on this
data showing the first few weeks of their fabricated media
frenzy. Click to enlarge

March 26, 2013 · by Russ George · in Antagonists

Shortly we’ll be presenting a more complete story of meeting the

bullies of the CBC.  Our present day trials and tribulations began

when CBC News worked with an extreme radical NGO called ETC

Group. The CBC tabloid style news was carefully orchestrated to

arrive in lock step with a story put out by the British Guardian and

the success of this professionally orchestrated shock media frenzy

is clearly seen by those studying Propaganda as a classical

textbook case study. Indeed scholars are already well underway in

their dissection of this perfect case study.

You may read more on this at a blog specifically on this Media

Attack!
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Dynamite fishing.

Pico

 

  

 In the name of "balanced"

journalism he uses positive or

neutral language when describing

the critics of the village work. With

me he chooses such words as

"notorious" and "rogue" resorting to

and demonstrating a perfect

professional application of  the

centuries long and thoroughly

described (and taught) logical

fallacy of "damning wit faint praise."

When I and my village colleagues

saw this SciAm story appear amidst

the tabloid style media feeding

frenzy that started on 15 October

last year we breathed a sigh of

relief. The comments were "Hey,

this one isn't so bad."  David Biello

and SciAm did one unquestionably

honorable thing, he prepared and

made sure it was published a

verbatim Q&A accompanying the

main story where I was given the

courtesy of having my own words

appear.

Here are links to the Scientific

American story and my SciAm

Q&A... 

Now for more egregious

examples found in the Journal

Nature more than once! Last fall

and 10 years ago, go find the

stories.

Last fall the Journal Nature set one

of their journalist dogs on me. The

fellow at first seemed earnest and

interested in the truth but rapidy

showed his true colours by saying

one thing to me and another to my

colleagues. Clearly his character

was one of a conniving unethical

Here is a disquieting series of events in my encounter with the

CBC.  During and after meetings in lawyers offices to discuss terms

and conditions under which an interview might be granted to CBC,

where they steadfastly refused to discuss any mutual terms,

ultimately saying they had a right to do what they wanted, and “if

we did not like what they produced, we could sue them”, we gave

up in disgust at the utter lack of ethics and human dignity of the

CBC.  There isn’t much more clear of a way for a mega-news

corporation to act as a bully than that… or so we thought.

They went one step further. CBC’s Bully Girl Gillian Findlay staked

out our office parking lot. She and a camera team unknown to

anyone in the office of the Haida village company hid themselves

crouching outside our office. When I drove into work one morning,

all seemed like just another ordinary day, I parked and locked the

car and started walking to the office door. As I approached the door,

out of hiding where they had been crouched behind parked cars

and trucks, springs a triad suddenly rushing toward me. I have no

idea of who they could be and hasten my steps to the door placing

the key into the lock. As the triad of ambushers get closer one is a

tall woman with a microphone. She says something. She says she

is CBC and wants to know why I won’t give them an interview. She

knows of course why, as her producers have been in our lawyers

offices and many times, and there have been many exchange of

emails where we attempted to negotiate some terms and conditions

for an interview. She is simply acting for the camera and delivering

her misleading statement, she nailed it in one take.

She’s there for the “money shot” of course. Capturing me on tape

startled and awkward so they can portray me as suspiciously

uncooperative. She presses ever closer and as I try am entering

 the door she makes a bold move to block my entering my office

move to and places her hand on the door. In a moment the ambush

encounter is over. I am inside and the door is closing. I begin to

breath a sigh of relief then notice a sharp pain in my left hand, the

last of me to get almost through the closing door. I am bleeding and

there is a sharp pain. ##@!!xxx??? I mutter what an #!x%%*!…

jerk!

Ah well just another day in the “fair and ethical” manner and

methods of the CBC.  Hogwash they are nothing more than

outrageous and as it pleases them,violent bullies. Naturally a formal

report with photos of the injury is filed with the office along with the

staff witness reports of the incident. CBC’s Martha Stewart evil

doppleganger and highly paid bully prowls the outside of the office
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person.

When he revealed this character I

did what most people might do in

such a circumstance, I contacted

the editor Tim Appenzeller of Nature

to express our displeasure on being

victimized by his dog. 

Eventually Tim did telephone me, it

was he said as a courtesy, but the

facts belie that statement. The call

came just hours before the hatchet

job story he'd commissioned to be

written was published in Nature. He

had the audacity to state that we'd

not be disappointed with Natures

treatment of our story. He also

refused to offer us any measure of

privilege to respond save we might

write a letter to Nature for

consideration within their

guidelines.  

I insisted that Nature must offer us

an opportunity for an OP-ED should

we show that their story would be a

lying hatched job as we knew it

would be.  

Well I should have known dealing

with Nature, "birds of a feather flock

together." Tim refused the Op-Ed

and has refusing to grant any

quarter or common dignity to his

victims and the truth. He later stated

after many communications

following the hatchet job that Nature

wouldn't be covering my work

further. Now that's seen to be a lie

as a recent issue of Nature takes

another slash at us. 

So just for your knowing when

dealing with the Journal Nature and

for quite a time, her ambush minions try to take video footage

through the windows of the office… then it is over.

Complaints are filed with the CBC at various levels. The CBC

Ombudsman recommends in an email that a police report be filed.

Naturally such a report along with the very plain evidence of

ambush and bodily harm might well result in criminal charges. But

we are already in process with the CBC Ombudsman office over our

complaint against CBC News and have asked the Ombudsman

repeatedly to step in and intervene to supervise CBC Fifth Estate

who we have explained were in bullying our village company and its

people. Of course the Ombudsman later admits that had we

followed her entrapping ruse and advice and filed a police report

her office would then not be allowed to intervene as they are

mandated to do in the “independent” role that they are suppose to

have in overseething the behaviour of the CBC. Being a tiny village

company we think it would be nice if we the CBC Ombudsman

office was a truly independent third party arbiter helping the little

guy stand harmless against the Goliath CBC News. Sadly the CBC

Ombudsman office appears as utterly corrupt and lacking of ethics

and human dignity as the rest of the organization. More on how this

really doesn’t work  in another post….

Are we unique in this sort of treatment by the CBC … not at all. This

is old hat standard practice for the CBC, read more at CBC

Exposed

Watch this television interview describing the CBC Encounter a

week after the ambush and attack.   TV NEWS Video

 

Death of the Fourth Estate and surely the Fifth Estate

The press, in theory, is supposed to safeguard democratic

principles. During a parliamentary debate in 1787, Edmund Burke

supposedly referred to the press corps reporting the activities of the

House of Commons as the Fourth Estate. Hypothetically, the press

was the champion of the public.

According to its supporters, the Fourth Estate acted as a mediator

between the public and the elite. Journalists listened to and

recorded the activities of those with power. An enthusiastic John

Dewey believed that the public was capable of understanding and

discussing policies and should be part of the public vetting process.
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← Frozen Solid & A Real Life

Horror Behind It

Canada’s Salmon Sage

Describes “EPIC FAIL” In

Salmon Manangment →

its tabloid trained writers and

editors don't believe a word they

say and don't expect them to

possess one iota of human

decency.

Fortunately I have kept a record of

the communication with Nature,

perhaps one day there will be some

consequence. 

To read more scholarly material on

damning with faint praise go here...

Postscript - Bearing Witness

I've had some friends tell me that I

am just "venting" by writing the sort

of accounts as are in this sidebar.

They advise that the powerful

organizations like Nature and SciAm

will seek retribution. 

I spent a goodly number of years in

the association of people of the

Quaker faith, or as they most liked

to be known The Society of

Friends. While not a religious

person I often have found wisdom in

the beliefs of others. The Friends

have one especially wise idea, that

of "bearing witness."

The way I learned this is that when

one is witness to wrongs one must

keep faith and be willing to bear

witness to those wrongs, to remain

silent allows the wrongs to continue

to be committed. Eventually wrongs

cannot continue to be committed in

the light of day and in plain sight.

Share
this:

Thus, the press would provide a forum where the people could

weigh the consequences of policies being considered by those who

governed. Hence, the journalist’s foremost duty was to tell the truth.

But, over the years there has been an erosion of the public trust in

the Fourth Estate… Edward R. Murrow must be turning over in his

grave. The media has abrogated any duty to objectively inform the

public. read more ….
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